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A STUDY OF HOMOPHONIC ENTRIES 
IN THE INTERNAL LEXICON 
ABSTRACT 
This experiment was designed around a discrimination task 
. 
concerning the view that recognition of words involves consulting 
. 
the internal lexicon. The ptoblem here was to distinguish between 
English ·and nonsense words previously recorded on tape. The sub-
ject pressed the YES-KEY (English) if he assumed the stimulus word 
to be English, or NO-KEY (nonsense) if he assumed the stimulus word 
to be nonsense. As can be expected the response times were much 
• 
faster for English words than nonsense words, faster also for English 
words of higher frequency than lower frequency and seemingly faster 
·for homophones than non-homophones. A method is discussed for 
• 
studying the influence of homophonic entries in relation to human 
• 
word recognition and it was required that ·s~bjects decided whether 
various strings of letters were English words or not, when-presented 
. I 
in innnediate succession. Since it is assumed that word recognition 
requires consulting the internal lexicon, this finding would support_ 
the view that accessing a word in lexical memory excites storage 
locations of some other semantically related words, therefore 
facilitating their later retrieval. The results of the experiment: 
support a retrieval model i~volving a certain dependence between 
successive decisions about whether each ~f the heard str~ngs is 
I 
. 
. English or nonsense. Presented here is the measuring of reaction 
, 
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• 
• 
meaning, familiarity, mean word frequency, etc., etc. Words of 
• 
higher frequency are recognized faster because earlier lexical 
' 
entry takes place to be compared against stimulus information. 
Also homophones are recognized sooner than non-homophones because 
• 
by com~arison they have more lexical entries available against 
stimulus information. To explain the results, it is proposed 
herewith that word frequency would affect the order of examining 
stored words in long-term memory and that consequently more 
replicas of homophones than non-homophones are being stored 
in long-term memory. 
INTRODUCTION / 
The present study is a further exploration of some of the 
hypotheses put forth by Rubenstein and his colleagues (Rubenstein, 
. 
Garfield and Millikan, 1970; Rubenstein, Lewis, and Rubenstein, 
1971). 
, These investigators found that all things being equal, homo-
graphs (words which have different meanings but are ~pelled and 
• 
pronounced the same i.e., yard1 - enclosure, yard2 - measure) are 
recognized more quickly than non-homographs for example, desk. 
The homographs which show this effect were shown to have two 
characteristics: -.~----·-
., 





~~~ Both meanings were roughly of the same probability or at 
least the disparity between their probaoilities of occurrence 
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• 
Let us consider this first characteristic, the unsystematic"'-_· 
• 
nature of their meaning relationship. One could hardly predict 
the meaning of yard2 from a knowledge of the meaning of yard1• 
Consider on the other hand the members of the homograph set hammer, 
. 
the noun meaning 'a kind of tool' and the verb meaning 'to use a 
t 
hauuner'. There are many homograph sets like harmner, one member 
of which is a noun with the meaning 'a kind of tool' and the other 
· member a verb with the meaning 'to make use of that tool'. 
Thus words like hannner, plow, bomb, nail, glue, etc. are 
considered to be systematic homographs. Rubenstein et al. found 
these words to behave ·like non-homographs. 
The second characteristic of homographs which were found to 
have faster recognition times than non-homographs was that both 
• 
members of the homograph set w~re roughly equiprobably. Thus 
• 
the effect was found with homographs like bulb, with the pro-
babilities .63 and .37 for its meanings 'electric light' and 
'part of a plant' respectively. But not with fork since its 
mean~ngs 'eating utensil' and 'division into branches' occur 
with very unequal probabilities .95 and .05 respectively. 
The experimental task employed by Rubenstein et al. • in-
volved the discrimination of English and nonsense words. A 
word was presented visually on the C.R.T. of a computer and 
the subject was to press a "Yes" key ·if the word was English, • 
' ' 
and a ''No" key if the word was nonsense. The words were equally 
divided between these two categories. The period intervening 
between the presentation of words was 2.5 seconds. 
. . 
3 . , . 
• 











The present study involved the same recognition task that is 
having the subject decide whether a word is English or nonsense. 
However the presentation is auditory. This procedure permits the 
testing.not only of homographs but also of homophones, that is 
words which sound the same but have different spellings and, of 
course, different meanings, for example, son versus sun, beer 
versus bier and so forth. 
The present study employed 238 words of which 118-were nonsense 
words. (Appendix K: List of words used in Experiment). Table I 
shows the classes of words under test in the present experiment. 
• 








recogn~tion time for nonsense words. 
The recognition time for English words of higher frequency 
. 
of occurrence is less than the recognition time of English 
words of lower frequency. 
'The recognition time for homophones is less than the recogni-
\ 
·tion time for non-homonyms. 
0 
. 4. The recognition time for equiprobable homophones is less 
than the recognition time for unequiprobable homophones • 
.- 5. The recognition time for homographs is less than the recogni-
tion time for non-homonyms. 
6. The recognition time for unsystematic homographs is less 
than the recognition time for systematic homographs. 
7. The recognition time for present tense verb forms is less 
than the recognition time for past tense verb forms •. 
4 
. ~' ' . · .
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8. The recognition time for phonologically legal nonsense 
words is less than the recognition time for phonologically 
illegal nonsense words. 
METHOD 
SUBJECTS. The subjects were employees of Western.Electric 
Company all of whom were college graduates or had some college 
training. A total of 40 subjects were tested. 20 of these who 
had scored 90 percent or higher correct in the experiment were 
selected as the final subject pool. {Appendix A: List of Partici-
pants in Experi~ent). It is the data of these subjects that are 
analyzed in this study. 
WORD STIMULI. The words were all one syllable (4-7 letters) 
in length. The present and past verb forms, however, were all 
preceded by they. The frequency of occurrence of the ·English 
words was taken from triP Lorge Magazine Count as published in 
the Teachers Wordbook of 30,000 words by E. L. Thorndike and 
I. Lorge, N.Y., 1944. The low frequency category consisted of 
. 
words with a frequency of 30-150 occurrences per 4,500,000 words, 
while the high frequency category consisted of words with a 
frequency of occurrence of 300-1500 occurrences per 4,500,bQ:O 
words .• 
Nonsense· w.or.:ds ,- wh·tch rria.tched the Englis·h ·s:t:iniUl'i ·in length, 
were of two vari.eties: phonologically legal nonsense words, that 
is, words whi.ch contained no clusters of phonemes not found in 
English. These words sounded very much like Eng.l.~~h wo:rds· ·~~e.pt: 
'
· . 






























for the last phoneme. For instance, drilk which was English up 
to the last phoneme compared to drilled, or trub which differs 
from an English word like truss only with regard to the last 
phoneme.. So phonologically legal nonsense words could very well 
be English except for the historical accident of the English 
. 
vocabulary. The phonologically illegal nonsense words on the 
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which do riot ·occur in English, for ex.ample, framk /m/ followed by 
/k/ simply does not occur at the end of any English word. Cravb 
similarily contains a cluster /v/ follows by /b/ which does not 
occur finally in English • 
Each subject heard all 238' stir:nµ.lus words. There were four 
.. 
different orders of presentation of these words prepared and 20 
• 
subjects heard each of these lists. In order to prevent the 
• 
bunching up of words belonging to a particular class in any list 
. 
each list was made up of nine cycles such that a particular class 
• 
was represented by the same ntnnber of words in each of these cycles. 
(Instructions to the subjects are given in Appendix B, the List of 
practice words in Appendix C.). 
MATERIALS. Interfacing a peripheral device with a computer 
involved both hardware and software. (Appendix D: List of Test 
Equipment to Conduct Experiment and Appendix J: FORTRA.~ Program). 
, 
The input/output design made both consideration~. possible to • 
accomplish. Hardware interface was accomplished. simply by in-
. 
. . 
serting printed-circuit interfac·e-cards in eafii.ly accessible 
.. 
I 
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• 
,. 
input/output slots in the computer and connecting the device cable. 
(Appendix E: List of Plug-In Interface for Computer Use). The 
''Hewlett-Packard" 2116 B computer as used in this experiment pro-
vided a unique :c·hannel identification. It has a 1.6 microsecond 
• 
memory. cycle time with an expandable memory to 32K, and 16 I/0 
slots in the IQclin frame for device interfacing.· The high-speed 
2116 B computer memory provided direct memory access (DMt\) channels 
and an extended arithmetic unit. This multiprogramming capabil.ity 
allowed the runnin_g of· foreground programs in real-time concurrently 
with background programs. The progr·am was written in Fortrcm IV. 
To measure and ·_s,tore the time elapsed from the stimulus sound to · 
the pressing df the key a voice operated electronic relay was 
• 
built and interfaced with the HP-computer. (Appendix F: Schematic 
• 
of Vo~ce Operated Relay and Appendix G: Parts List of the Voice 
• 
Operated Relay). The material selected as test stimuli consisting 
of 120 English words which were randomly distributed among 118 
nonsense words were ·_r·e·c·orded 4 seconds apart on magnetic polyester 
recording tape to be played back Cin _a "SONY" TC-630 tape recorder. 
(Appendix FI.: Block Diagram o.f Equipme:n.t ,an_-d. Appendix I: Con-
ceptual ·scheme .9f. Experime-n.t.) !' 
.. Overall int·e_.r:facihg was _accomplished with the he'.;l-p -·o.f a 
I 
Teletype ASR :3:5 :,a_:ri_d: ·a,.n "AB DICK" Printer Video Jet 9'600.- (Appendix L: 
Program Pr.int-Out-Sa.mp.:le). In order to obtain tl1e ·av.erage adjusted 
response time in mil-l-1.sec:onds the tape ~ecorded word le.n_gths (Durations) 



















with auto-erase and a Type 3A3 dual trace differential amplifier 
which w~s used and set to a 0.1 sec.fem. sweep time. 
The actual physical .arrangement of the experiment was documented 
with (4) photographs. (Appendix M: Photo 1 - Equipment Arrangement, 
Photo 2 - Voice Operated Electronic Rela~, Photo 3 - Subject Being 
Tested, Photo 4 - Instructor· and Subject During Test). 
.. 
.,; _Q, RESULTS 
.. 
. • 
,e,.: -0 \ 
The results of the experiment are given in T~bles I and II . 
The tables also include data on the duration of the stimuli. The ,, 
durations were measu~ed because it was observed that although all · 
the stimuli, both nonsense and English, were ~onosyllabic (except 
for the addition of they in the verb forms), they nevertheless 
• differed consid~rably in duration. The column~marked response 
. ti.me (RT) in the tables was obtained by taking the interval between 
the presentation of the word and the key press. T~: ~verage ad-
- · justed response time (AdjRT), which is the most interesting metric, 
was obtained by subtracting the duration 0£ the word from this 
I'. 
a 
unadjusted reaction time. 
Results and Discussio:n 
1. English vs. Nonsense. The clearest effect obtained was that 
the time to respo·nd corJ::ectly that a word was English was l~~.'S. 
The AdjRT (English) 332 nisec. was just a ·little more· than 
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• 
resembles the result obtained by Rubenstein & his co-workers 
in their visual experiments. The explanation offered by 
Rubenstein for the longer RT for nonsense is that the decision 
that a word is nonsense does not involve finding the stimulus 
word in the internal lexicon as in the case of English but 
• 
searching the internal lexicon more or less exhaustively to 
make sure that the stimulus is not listed. 
2. Word Frequency. The well-established hypothesis that the greater 
the frequency of occurrence of a word the more readily it is 
perceived was well corroborated in the present study. There 
were five comparisons in which the greater frequency condition 
was represented by words in the 300-1500 range and the lesser 
frequency was represented by words in the 30-150 range. In 




HUH 331 < 
HEL 367 
HUL 342 
GSH 316 < GSL 320 
GUH 2 91 C:::: GUL 35 6 
UH 316 < UL 398 
., 
3. Phonological Illegality. Comparison of phonologically le_g·at 
(pronounceable) nonsense with phonologically illegal (less 
pronou11ceable) nonse'.nse yielded an unexpe~ted result.. ·t·he. 
AdjRT (legal) = 639 msec. < AdjRT (illegal) = 666 msec. 
This difference was found to be statistically significant. 
9 
• 
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• 
This result is inconsistant with the finding of Rubenstein, 
Lewis & Rubenstein (Phonemic Recording 1971) who found that 
in a visual presentation, phonologically illegal nonsense words 
were identified as nonsense more quickly than the legal nonsense 
I. 
words. 
They explained their finding .,by· hypothesizing that the nonsense 
• 
character of the phonologically illega.l._-words was discovered -
in the quantization stage, i.e., in the process of mapping 
the visual stimulus onto letters and recoding the letter ~into 
• 
• phonemes. The nonsense character of the phonologically legal 
words could only be discovered by exhaustive search of the 
internal lexicon. The inconsistency of the findin~ of the 
present ~periment with their finding could well be due to the 
difference in the mode of presentation. In Rubenstein, Lewi§ & 
Ruben.;»tein experiment ~he stimulus was disp-layed unti, the 
subject responded. In the present study, the stimulus was 
presented auditorily. When the subject thought he detected 
0 
an illegality, he could only reexamine the stimulus by going 
to his echo memory of the word. ·rt may well be that this is _a 
slower process than reexamining a visual display. The fact 
• e· that no errors at all were made 1n the ~·esponses to phono-,. 
logically illegal nonsense indicates both that we are very 
sensitive to violations of phonological rules and that the 
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• 
4. Homonym Effects. According to the model proposed by Rubenstein 
and his co-workers, homonyms (whether homographs or homophones) 
should have faster response times than nonhomonyms. The reasoning 
is ~hat it is easier to find one of the two or more representations 
of the homonym in the internal lexicon (if it does not matter which 
one is found) than to find the single representation of the non-
homonym. It was further reasoned that this homonym effect would 
• 
, 
occur only if the different members of the homonym set were of 
relatively equal frequency·so that they would both be present 
in the same search period. And finally, it seemed reasonable 
. ' 
to suppose that homonym sets like hannner in which one of the 
meanings was systematically derived from the other would have 
·a single ~epresentation in the internal lexicon. 
• 
.Since we had only 9 words in each of the classes i.nvolved, and 
since the homonym effect is small relative,· say, to the word frequency 
. 
effect it was hardly to be expected that the presen~ study would yield 
clear cut results. The results, shown in Table III, are indeed far 
from clear cut. Only one hypothesis, the one 1egarding the effect of 
homography, tends in the right direction ·iri both the high and low 
frequency case. 
One factor that may have obscured the tests seemed to be the 
inaccuracy of the word frequency controls. Accordingly we obtained 
familiarity judgment on the English stimuli: a group of 20 other 
. 
subjects was asked to judge thei.r familiarity with the· words {the 












. on an 8-point scale. The mean judged familiarity of each stimulus 
class was then calculated (Table II). The logarithm of AdjRTs 
plotted against the mean familiarity can be reasonably fitted by a 
straight line with a slope showing a change of approximately 5 msec 
in RT to .1 of familiarity. If RT is compensated for differences in 
familiarity one of the reversals shown in Table III is eliminated. 
See Table IV. Two reversals remain both in the low word frequency 
category: 
RT (REL) > RT (HUL) and RT (GlJL} ~ RT (GS·L) • 9 
The results have not been tested for statistical significance 
since the small number of words tested could not provide a con-
vincing demonstration in view of the great amount of word variance 
that is to be .expected in such experiments. 
This work is to be viewed as a pilot study which, fortunately, 
• 
suggests that there may be some merit in further investigation of 
. 
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Homophone Experiment 
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. ': 
This is an experiment designed to give us some understanding of how 
the words of our language are stored ~n our memory. This is not a 
test of your knowledge of English. Your performance will be averaged 




. . You will hear a number of words. Some are English and some are non-
.· senseo Your task is to decide for each word as qu_ickly as possible 
whether it is English or not. If it is English you will press the 
key marked "Yes" (English). If it is not English, you will press 
the key marked "No" (No1:1sense). You will have to listen very closely. 
Each word will be heard only once. There will be no repetitions. 
Most. of the nonsense words will sound like some English word except 
for the last' GOnsonant. For example, one nonsense word might be tib 
-which mig~~ sound like tip, or tin if you weren't listening closely • 
• 
You will have to respond quickly since there will only be a 4 second 
·pause between words. And you must respond to each word before the 
next word begins. So try to respond as fast as you can while trying 
·to be a:; accurate as you can. 
Be sure ·to respond to each word even when you think you.are guessing • 
. The English words used in this experiment include both connnon and 
relatively unconnnon words but they are all wo~ds that you know. No 
names· of persons or places are used. 
One more thing. While most of the expressions you will hear are 
sing·le syllable words, there will be some expressions consisting of 
they plus some single syllable word. These are to be considered 
English only if the word follo°\ving they is English. If the word 
following they is nonsense, for example, they sorp, you should 
identify the phrase as nonsense. Both words of the phrase would 
have to be Engliih for the phrase to be correctly identified as 
,j> English. • 
You will now hear some practice words so that you can become familiar 










































18 •. sport 
19. sofk 












,-Practice 25 Eng. 25 Nons. Mixed. 
· 24. shime 26. hand 





. 28. inch 










35. they solze 
~ 
- 36. sult 
• 





.. 42. frist 
. 43. pank 
..... ,. 
44. they packed 
. . 45. · pite 
46. fox 
... 
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· . t'EST EQUIP~IENT .. NECESSARY TO CONDUCT THE EXPERIME~L: 
1. "Sony" Stereo Tape Recorder TC-630 
2. Voice Operated Electronic Relay, W.E. Co. 
• 
3. Headphones HP-1, 300 S?. 
4. ''Hewlett Packard" 2116B Computer 
5. · ''Hewlett Packard" 2748A Tape Reader 
6. ''Hewlett Packard" 2 7 53A Tape Punch 
7. ''Hewlett Packard" Teletype ASR 3S 
• 
8. "AB Dick" Printer Videojet 9600 
• 
9. Magnetic Recording Tap~ 1800 ft. Polyester (L.P.) 
10. One 'W" 40 Bit BoardJOutput., 12556-6002B ,Chanel 16 
11. One "HP" +True 16 Bit Board,AnswerJAss 'y. B 
12566-80024)Chanel 17 
• 0 Total: 
.. 
; 
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Time Base Generator 
Line Printer/+True/In/Out 
Reader/+8 Bit/Duplex Reg. 
('. runch/Tape Punch 
Teletype/Buffered 'ITY Reg •.. ,., 
:~ . 
. 40 Bit Board (Output) 
• 
+True 16 (Answer) 
·,· . 
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Schematic of Voi~ce-Operated Relay 
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OUT PVT se,.__!\C) 
_,: 
PIN l't - S1C.N 8i"T TO + TRUE 
" BIT 1/0 BOARD 
~IN 17 NCN. TO .. TRUE 
,, 611 r/o 8D. (BIT 1) 
Pl N 15 • t NG. TO + 'l' RU t. 
. · .. 
IG BIT 1/0 80. (BIT f) 
PIN t3 • NON. (N.Q) 
PIN t, • NGN. (N. C.) 
PIN J • AlJOIO INPUT 
PIN 't • [NG. (N.. 0.) 
Pl N H • 12 'Y. D.C. 
Pl N 7 • EN(. (H. C..) 
PIN O • 1z., VA(. 
PIN 8 • 1z., V>J:. 
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APPENDIX G: .. ·• 
























12" X 7" X 411 
. Board (P4) 
Vero 







Actuators (S2 & S3) 
Receptacle (S04) 
Switch (Sl) 
Diodes (D1-D4, 446F) 
Diode (D5, 459B) 
Diode (D6) 
Diodes {D9-ll, 458A) 
Capacitor Cl 
-5001~~ F 25V_ 
Capacitor C2 
10 /~ F 35V 
Capacitor C3, 18, 20 






·..... ..;.~ --. 










.. - --;:!}',:' '.'."-''!"'/ 
17 13 
, .. · 
. . 
. 
.. ' . 
• 18 1 
19 9 
• 











l ·~ . -






29 1 . 
30· 1 
.. 
, I • 
.. 
.21 
Capacitor C4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11, 12.. 13, 14, 
15, 19 
. 
.047 /,_F lOOV 
Resistor Rl 
4. 7 $1.. 1/2W 
Resi~tor R2,. 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8~ 9:r 13 
2K .n. l/2W 
Transistors 




2 IN" NAND 17 S 
Mot. 846P (IC 1, 2, & 5) 
Dual Power Gates 







Recep~acles (SO 5 & 6) 
CCC Type K600 
-13PC-24 
































































Pot 2 Watt 
lK Rll 
Pin Jack, Red 
Pin Jack, Black 
Phone Jack (So-1) 
Capacitors Cl6 & 17 
100 F (6V) 
Resistor R 10, 17, 
lK l/2W 
Resistor R 12, 15, 
lOK l/2W 
Integrated Circuits 
IC. 6, 7·, 8 9601 
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~ fl~-1 300 /\ 
T ~ P ( 
J![CCllO(R 
. . 
AUD I 0 rtiO~OSTAp;L[ 
AMPLIFH~ MULTI· 
AND YIB,tATOR 
CAIN COk'fROL (l Ste) 
JNT[lfAC[ AND 
YOIC[ or[RAT[D [t[CTROHIC l[lAY 




- fllP ~ 
--- FLOP ~ I -
ftO 
(NOMS[NS[) 

























MOPfOSTA!l£ Jl MULTI· 
YlftRATOR 
. 
l_ 5 "'$ CII.Utff [l lg 
40 !JT 
' 
J MONOSTABLE DRl'rER/ 
MU l Tl· COMPUT[R 
















INlElFACE - lJNIT 
ou1rur ... ' 
INTEHfAC[ 





COM PUT[~ CK.UOfEl 17 
INTERFACE DRIYEJt/ + TRl!t: Jg BIT COMPUTEI Al DICK PRINTEI 
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CONCEPTUAL SCHEME Of HOMOPHONE EXPERIMENT 
SUBJECT TEST CYCLE TYPE IESPO~SE WORD CC~?~~~~N 
2 IIUH E . E C 
2 l N N C 





AUTOMATIC RESET: 3 SEC •. _----1a.t 
.,_.___ IF NO RESPONSE 
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APP END IX IC : Lilt of Word1 Used in Experiment 
,r. 
• 
Liat 1 !/N C/1 Cycle 1 Duration 
-
-~ 
1. they tast R I V 760 
/ 2. I C 300 . aon-1un 
,j 
3. fank • 1 L 260 ,\ I ,I 
'lj 
I 4~ pray-prey I C REL 240 
1, 
s. they thought C PAST A 500 I 
I 
6. hint I C CSL 2SO ·I 
'I 
I 
7. quelt R· I L 420 
~ 8. they 1ling E C PRES. B 600 
9. •ight~1ite ! C BUH 220 • 
·l 
10. neap N I L 460 '" 
:~. 
11. framk lC l 1 475 
12. clup 1 L 150 J J 
'• 
13. pork I C 220 
• 
14. luak 11 I L 430 
' . ,;,·~ .,.,'.. 
ts. they glite N I vc 490 ., 
16. tear-tier I C BUL 300 
17. maint. l( 1 L 550 
18. town I C UH 430 i •, . 
• "=• 
.... 19. they driv~ C PRES. A 530 
20. they breag N 1 vc 600 
21. crabg M I I 4SO 
0 
22. • II I L 420 acorp 
23. crafe II I L 210 
. 
24. dunb I C CUL 325 
'. 25. cook I C CSH 230 
f/ 
26. block I C CUR 330 
Nomenclature: 
g • English I • Incorrect 
N • Nonsense Duration• Actual \lord Length in milli1ec. 
























.,·, ... :~ -
List l E/N 
27. they ahrank E 


















38., they 1tride E 
39, heal-heel E 
40, cove 









50. they 1ell 









































































































_Cycle. 3' Liat 1 Duration --~-
I 
5). vial-vile E: C HUL 320 .. ,,· 
I 
,] •'·'"""·" 54. they ran !" C PAST A S50 
I) ss. 1olve E C UL 360 
56. ·kroz I L 415 
•. 
57. glazb N I I 485 
··~ SB. they_ cobe N _....,,, I: .vc 725 
S9. trene N I L 660 
60. vise E. C UH 280 , 
. ·:,,.:: 
61. they spend 
.. E C PRES. B 620 
62. mife N I L 300 
63. they came 
.E C PAST A 500 
64. marp 
~-: ·t L 400 
65 •. slay-sleigh E. C HEL 270 
66. • blame 
.t C CSH 420 
67. flasp N I L 525 ;. 
-- .,. 7---,-,.,' ,, •• ' .•.. ·.· i 68. they charp N: I V 565 •••• •• J '. ·.:. , 
.~ 69. they canseJ N I vc 610 
·--4, 70. • tea 1-s tee 1 E :c :H.Ett 200 
71. wesp :N, 
-l t 360 
' 72. they dig E: C !>RES. A 'I 570 
~ 73. ant-aunt C HUH. 420 . 
0 
14. fleet E C CUL 260 
15. plam N I L 420 
76, tufk N 
.I f 
·JS-o· 
17. they reaz :N l VC :72,~: 
78. aveat ::~ C: CSL. 2l9 







.. , '. 34 
.·, 











































the·y told E 
•ince E 
they vorg N 
pawn E 
trucp N 




they found E 
aneap N 





















·:.-, .. ·--~ .. ;,, 
'· 
" :C/1 :·cyc·te: 4 Dur4t ion ~. 
C ,ttil 520 
1·· L ... 650 
C· CSH 300 
·c·· PAST B 450 
C CUH 200 
' 
:1 VC 650 
·c CUL 305 
I I 350 
I L 480 
., 
C .HUH 360· 
I ,L 500 
1· L 435 
c-· PAST B 520 
I L 440 
C PRES. A S25 
l L 400 
c HUL 220 
C. lJL 310 
·I L 485 
I vc 855 
·,,, 
_C CSL 230 
:C HEL 305 
I . ~ .. t 315 
c HEJi. 
-J:~s·. 
I L 67:5 









List l p;/N C/"l. Cycle 5 Duration ~ . ._____ 
. • . 
106. they slung E C: PAST B SS5 
• 107. park }~ .C CUll 300 
' . 
108. grovt N. J I 520 
.t: 




110. they brought ·E C PAST B sso 
111. they lefs N t VC 
,10 
112. flad N I L 360 
113. beer-bier E ·c HUL 310 
114. peal-peel E;. C HEL 210 
115. giant N I ~ L 450 




I. L 0 500 \, 
118. need-knead E 
.C.. HUH 405' 
.. 
119. t'hey mart N I ·vc:: 640 .. 
~ 
120. lump E ·C UL 430 
121 • ' va l t -we i g h t f;' C HEH 250 
-122. paint E C. GSH 300 ;I\,. • 
. .. 
,~ a: ..... • ',. ·• I • 123. strlg N l L 
. JSO · ·· · " ... , .. " 
124. they send E· C PRES·., B 600 .. 
125. brown !' C UH 240 
126. thonb N: I I 450 
127. they cla~~ .,. 
.N I V 4.50 
.. ,. 
0 128" quarp N. I L 355 
'• 
-129. they drove E. C'. PAST A 550 
130. barp N. t' L 2SO -8 
.. 131. plow t c, CSL. 180 
l· 132. they sallt N l 
-vc.. 660'. 
133. rash E: C: CUL: 
.2,50 .. ,
1J4. rolt N' 'l 'L 4,30 . .. 























~ ·. •. 
,. 
' 
Li1t 1 E/N C/1 Cy;cle. ~- ., 
·Ourat ion ... 
-
136. duck . ... ,, c:· :CUL 260 
•. 137. clipe N I L 210 
·;. 
138. C ( . -.: pain-pane E HUH 26Q ,, ' 139. breep N 
-l L 400 
-~ 
.. t 140. pJum-plumb E· :C R.EL 240. , 
141. they felp N I vc 5_2"() 
-~·. 
. •. 142. crusp N I L 
-~.C>O .. ~ j.: 
·o 143. they shrink E :c, PRES. A 550 
144. alint N 1· ' L 
-4op= 
·•: 145. Juice E C UH 
"4"0' 
--~ '·. 
146. they blop N :1 vc :6_30 
,r 
147. jump E C CSH 310 
"t.': 
148. Jusk N J L 
-3~$-
149. they sold :E C PAST A JQO • 
' i 
1SO. roast E. :.c CSL 
-2ao: 
• 
. : .•: 151 • cresf N I I 4'.99 
-~~ 
152. sail-sale E C RDI 3:5_0 
153. framp N I L 300 • 
154. hent N l L 400 
15S. rye-wry E c, HUL 365 .. ·. 
1S6. they gend N I V· 800 
'· 
157. grim E C UL 280 ~ 
158. they • trode E C, PAST B 800 
159. rudk N I I 380 
160. 
-type E .. C ... CUH 200 
161. 1hife 









\-· ,: ... 
·., .. 






Liat 1 E!,~:· :c11· .. C:yc:J·f! T Dur at ion 
-~ 
• 
162. hort· N: 1 ·L· 425 
--<:> blow E .. ,. c ·CUH· .. _. 300 163. ( 
164. they apcap N 1 vc 635 v· 
~v-trt,(,ir:·.--,-t!.....:_ 
165. breal N t .L 420 
166. they loog .rf I :'JC 70S ,r. 
167. they plote :N I· V 725 
168. they run .E .C PRES. A 470 
·.\ 




pace C UL 230 
~ ' 
fure 'N I L. - 365 171. ·, 
... prccd 
·N I L 400 172. 
··-······.1t, ..... 
173. ponv :N .r I 420 
174. they dug. E. C PAST A 550 
. 175 • forth-fourth E C HEH 220 
. .
176 •• lamg N I I 600 
vein-vain E C •HUL S· JOO 177. - • ..•. they come E C ·:P·RES. A· 540 178. 
179. 1eam-seem E ,c HUH 425 
.. 
laugh 180. E .C ·cS}{ 355 . ~-
• 
181. 
y quib N I ,,L 320 
182. large 'E :O lJH. 300 
183 • they spent E :c ·p~gt :B 530 
. . 
glue E ·C ;csL .f 0 250 184. 
185. flot N ·t· ·L 455 
186. belt E C c.ut 230 
'.· 
~~; ·.· 
187. gleap :N ·1 :L 320 ,• 
188. 1tair-stare' E ~ ,C MEL: 210 
·~ .. -" 














! List 1 ·tIN ·c/x, Cycle 8 Duration 
~·: ... ~
190. twin E :c: UL 250 ·• 
191. prt.nd M t· L 450 
' ~ 
192. they find E C PRtS-~ :B 450 . . 
. . 
•'. 
19341. they hab N .t :VC 655 
I ... 194. topk N. I:. I 425 
• 
195. flirt E. C CSL 210 
.. 
. . i96 • read-recd E C HUH 320 
197. plag N l L 435 0 
,· 198. they cleam N I vc 700 
199. moisp .N l L 350 • 
"' 
200. core-corps ·E. ·.C HUL 240 l. 
201. they tell E ·.c PRES. B 460 
I· 
202. railg •N I I 555 
203. mesh .. :t C GUL 250 r • 
.. 204. worth E; C ·UR 230 ., 
... ! 205. they courp N l V 625 
206. none~nun. 
·.E :(: • HEH 350 •·. 
207. c.rad N I L 410 
~ 
.. 
.20s. ·ble.nt -N I L 410 
t 
·20·9 .• . ct·ea k:-- c.r eek. E c·. HP.: 325 
210. threp ·N. t ·t .... . . 250 
.. 
•· 211. doubt ' E C: CSH 0 250 
.~ 
212. they stung E C ,PAST A 510 
213. care t· :c CVH 210 
214. blean N ,·. t. 250. T l, .. 
-ti 











~--· - .... ':''· 
-~-




218. they mape 
















233. they flane 
234. leap 
235. lask 
236. they brin& 
237. berth~b1~tft 
:~ 
.. 238. clefe 
239. flast 
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(-Sampl~~) . :i, . .. APPENDIX L: Prog_ram Print-Out 
. 
' . ... . .... · ll. . . . 
' . \. . . 
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. :-~--. .·. . . 
. '-· 




"\ .. ·, .... . ' 
·~--- HOHOPHON£ (XP(RIM(NT CRUBENSTEIN/HENOORfrl 
•.: 
. 
DAT£: 1. 18 1973 
NAH£r F .L£IB0LO 
MA-1B(R NORD 




s JHEV THD.IJGHT 
6 HINT 
' 7 GU(LT 











19 THE:Y DRIY( 







27 TH£Y SHRANK 










38 TH[Y STRID( 
39 H(AL 
'10 COVE 
















PROOAAH fOR LIST 1 ~ORDS 
. 
R£SULT5 rROM LIST 1 
. . 
CYCLE: TYP! SUBJECT TEST 
R£5PON5£ NORD 
1 V £ N 
1 H£H N £ 
1 L N N 
·1 Hfl ( £ 
1 PAST . [ £ 
1 uSL E £ 
1 L N N 
1 PRES ( £ 
1 HUH £ £ 
1 L N ·N 
1 f N N 
1 l N N 
1 UL C £ 
1 L N N 
1 vc N N 
1 HUL £ £ 
1 1. N H 
1 UH E £ 
1 PR£S ( t 
1 vc N N 
1 l N N 
1 L H N 
1 l N N 
1 Gt.A.. ( £ 
1 GSH r ( 
1 GUH N ( 
2 PAST [ £ 
·2 L N N 
2 HUL ( £ 
2 J N N 
2. L N N 
2 L N N 
2 HUH N [ 
2 L. N N 
2 GUL . r· £ 
2 GSt r E 
2 l N N 
z PR[S •( [ 
z h(L £ E 
2 UL t r. 
z V N N 
z J N N 
2 H(H t ( 
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. • 
. .. . . 
·!'" •.. -~ 
.. 
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.'· ! 
- . . 























756 . - ., ' .. 
.... 
' 1182 
.... . : ~· .. 











7l3 . ~ - .,. 
938 
972 







. j· ,. 
171 . :,_ 
1'J6'1 
1573 
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.. 
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·r :1. . ··.1 .. -~ . . . ·.. . .. ·~ . • , . . ,. , .. ' ,;...• . 




,4/J' • :a . .. 
. >- •:'· 
. .. ·J.• .. . . ·• . 
.... 






. ,· ' :_. 










... .  
.,I 
-< . • 
.. 
! ~ · •. ,, <:~ • • : • (. " • ' C) .. , . • ' . ' 
. 
. -.. s.,. : ""1rR1tK -- --- .. ,_ -~ ---c3H ____ ·c -/~ . --( ·--' ---~- -~ c· - -· - ~:.: ... · ..ri'7~ 
·- THCV 
/ C 13"0 ·2· .. . 'f6 COB£ 2 vc N N 
... lf7 CLERT 2 L N N C 992 
' 
···; ... _-..; 
.. 
.. , .. '-; '· 
. 
'18 KIND 2 ~ E £ C 823 
·'·' . 
>'t 
.'.~ :· .; ... tl9 PLACT 2 L N N C· 11~3 . 
se TH!Y S(LL 2 PRES £ £ C 116t7 
51 TH£Y f<OKE z vc N N C 1168 --; 
52 SNATC 2 N C 963 
.. 
• L. N _, 
53 VJAL 3 ... HUl.. ( £ C 1~9 ,.,.,, ...... 
~ THEY RAN 3 .. ~$.T E £ C 969 . . • . 
. 
• C 1139 ss SOLVE 3 UL £ £ 
S6 KROZ 3 L N N C 1312 ' 
-.':~· • S7 -~ZB 3 I N N C 113" 
.•.. 
• .. • -.• 
. 58 THEY COB£ 3o vc N N C 11410 
59 TR£N£ 3 L. N N C 819 .. • 
• 
..... 60 NlS( 3 £ C 950 
• 
UH· ~ • 
61 THCY SPENO 3 PRE:S E £ C 1263 
a 
.. 62 Mir( 3. L .N N C 15441 
63 TH£V CAM£ 3 PAST £ £ C 1187 ~-
. 
£'4 11AAP 3 L- £ H l 
., St,9 
65 SLAV 3 Hf:.L £ £' C .1122 
.. 
' 66 BLAl'-1£ 3 GSH £ £ C 5.95 
. '.: 67 FLASP 3 L N N C 1032 
· 68 THrV CHAR? 3 V N N c· 1227 
. 69 TH£Y CANS£ 3 vc N N C 1362 ·-· . 
,~ 
. ST£Ai. 3 .H(H E ( C 725 
,··,\ .. : ' • .. 71 N£SP 3 L • N C 867 • N 
.. . . ~ .. ?2 TH.E:V DIG 3 PRES ( . £ C 1139 v' 
' 73 f.mT 3 HUH. E £ C 1057 
.,,, f"~EET' ·3 ijLJL £ E C 1024 
75 PLAH 3 L N N C 969 
?6 TLJFJ<. 3 I N N C 1030 
~ 77 Tt'£'r' RCAZ 3 vc N C 1110 N 
.:.~. 78 SHE.AT 3 GSL ! £ t 816. 
?9 f"ALL 3 GUH £ £ C 726 
S0 'ROUND 
" 
UH ( [ C 89'1 
.. si STUN£ .. L. H N C 983 
S2 .JUDGE 'f GSH E ( C 963 .., . 
• 83 THEY TOLD PAST ( £ C 10s.,. • 'I, 
8'1 SiNCE 'J GUH .£ £ C B05 
85' TH£Y HORG ,.. vc N N C 1126 
~- S6 PAJ.m 'l GUL £ £ C 9'+5 
• 87 TRUCP 
" 




88 SLMD ., . L N" N ·c . 1J'l6 
89 HA Ix 4f HUH ( ( C 76S 
- .. S0 STAIM .., l N N C 9'15 
.. Bl r1RSE ~ L N N C S72 •. 
• ·. 92 THEY FOUND 'I PAST £ ( C 1072 
93 SNEAP ~ L N N C 8'10 
:- . ._. 
.. 
·. '. S'I TH£V STING 
" 
PR£S ( ( C 109'1 
•:. ·. 95 GR£CL C 762 
. . 
• " 
L N N 
.. 96 GUILT .. HUL £ [ C 70'1 .. 
97 S~ACK 4J UL ( £ C 1 tl~'I .. 
sa ..>UH( ... L N N C 823 . 
99 THf.V COUND 'I vc -N N C 12~3 
100 CH.QRT 
" 
~SL t £ C 939 
101 ERERCH ., H£L E £ C 76~ 
102 CRAVB .. J N N C 851 -· 
103 l-l£AK ., H£H £ £ C 776' i, 
.. 
.... J0'1 STRON 4+ l N N C 810.. 
• J05 .TH£V SAJ1T ~ V N N C 107'1 • ., 
~ 
106 TH(Y SLU~ 5 PAST t £ C 12l3 
.. 101 PARK s GUH ( £ C 715 
• 108 GR0'1T s J N N C 1108 
109 GRAST 5 l N N C J1'45 
• 210 TH(~ BROUGHT 5 PAST .. E: ( ( C 1075 
.. 
. . . 
•. 
:• 
' :.~· .. 
. .
• 
. . ;. 









.. 4.2 ,. , ·->~ 
,• .. 
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• t: .•. I 
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. L(fS . ·vc. . .. .- :-.. J1l 5 N .,., c- J399 112 FLAD s L N N C 1035 .. 3. 
' 
' 
•. 113 B((R 5 HUL E ( C B02 
-21~ P[AJ.. .s H£L £ £ C 780 .-
.. · 115 · GLANT 5 l. N tl C 970 
-
116 , THEY THINK s PRE:S t £ C ~7 ·. '_,'! .. ~· 
.117 SHHF<T s L N N C B'll , t 118 NEED 5 HUH [ £ C 1112 
·::·:. 
.~· 








121 NAIT 5 H£.H £ £ C 104-l •- .. .,.,; . .# 
... 
~ 122 PAINT 5 GSH t £ C 691 ..... o . .. 123 STRIG s l. N H C 184' . . 
, .. 
.. 
I 12'1 TH£V SEND 5 PR£5 £: £ C 1089 .. . t. 12'5 SROHN s UH r E c· 756 ·-· ; ... ~ 126 ThONB s I N N C 1001 . -
: .. · ..· .. 
•. 127 THEY Ci.ASK 5 V N N C • 1.,89 128 
~UARP 5 L N "" H C 731 129 · HEY DROVE: s PAST £ E C 1198 
.. 130 BARP 5 L N H C 951 • 13l PLOH s GSL ( £ C S97 132 THE'( SAILT s vc C 1199 ..: N N J33 RASH 5 CUL £ [ C 923 • .. • 13'1 ROLT 5 L N N C B6'1 . ' .. .' 135 THEY J,.JF< I K£ s vc N N C 1100 
• 136 DUCK 6 GUL £ £ C 76~ 13? CLIP£ 6 L N ·N C 689 138 PAIN 6 HUH £ £ C 1082 139 BR[[P 6 L N N C 922 1'10 Pi.UH 6 H£l ( £ C 821 
' 
.. 
• 1'11 TH£Y F£LP 6 vc N N C 1200 1112 CRUSP 6 L N N C 915 1 .. 3 THEV SHRINK 6 PR£S £ ( C 1112 ,,. 1614' Sf...!NT ~ ... 6 l N N C 811 • 1'15 ..JUIC£ 6 UH E r· C 683 .... 'e 1'16 TH[Y BLOP 6 vc N N C 1~.10 Jti7 .JUMP 6 GSH £ £ C 679 1~8 .JUSK 6 L N N C ?95 .-. . r l'19 TH£Y soi.o .. PAST £ ( C 1145 0 ''-150 , I ROAST 6 GSL £ t C 8'10 " 
.l 
151 CRESF 6 I N N C 917 , .. ,.,.• 152 SAIL 6 HEH £ ( C 685 ;.-. ·• 153 fRA~P 6 l N N c. 807 1~ HENT 6 L N H C 1U0 . -· ,, 155 ..• RY[ 6 Ht.A.. £ t C 139~ ' 
-' 
... 156 TH[Y G(ND 6 V N N C 1217 J57 GRIM 6 UL £ £ C· 
.999 •· r 158 THEY STRODE 6 PAST. £ £ C 1866 0 • 159 RUDI< 6 l N N C 1385 160. TYPE 6 GuH £ t C 1151 ... 16J SH1f( 6 l N N C 728 J62 HORT 7 L N H C S'11 
" 263 BLuH 1 GUH ( £ C ?53 16q TH[V SP[AP 7 vc N N 'C 1'517 ·. 165 BREA!. 7 l. N N C '116 : ·' .. 166 TH£Y LOOG 7 vc N N C 991 i,· . . ... .,, .. 167 ·-:THEY PLOT[ 7 V N. N C 910 
• 168 THEY RUN 7 PR£S t r C 999 J69 TIDS 7 L N N c, ?'16 .. J?0 PACE .., UL N [ J 1156 ' 
. . 
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' 
' f77 -vtzii-· ., . ....,.- - . -HUL - - -·· c:·· . --r· . . . . .. 
~-
. ~ ~Ib-- 1?8 . 877 ~4-TH[V COM£ 1 PRES ( ( C 
·" 179 SEAM • ., HUH ( ( C · 767 • ' . , .. 180 l.AUt>H 7 ·· bSH £. ( C J~7~ 18l, GUIB 7 L N N C 755 r 0 J82 l.f,F<G[ 7 UH E £ C 892 ·, . 
.. 
183 THEY SPENT 1 PAST £ £. C 1158 ' .. 
.._. t8'1 GLUE: ., GSL £ ( C 8'13 • ... -. 1as· fLOT 7 L N N C 765 . ' 
. 
\ 286 BELT 7 £ -C J036 '.4: o· 
• GUL £ 187 GL(AP 7 L N N C. 763 • • J88 STAIF< 7 H(L ( £ C 185 • 189 TH£Y SMuP( 7 vc H N C J196 
. \. 190 THIN 8 UL £ £ C 1073 191 PRIND 8 l N H C 9"8 ·, . 1s2 TH£Y FIND a PRES £ £ C 1069 •. 193 THfV HAB B . vc C 1223 N N 1~ TOPK 8 1 N N C .77~ • 195 !Fl 1 RT 8 GSL £ [ C 762 
-· 
JS6 R[AD 8 £ C 8S6 •. HUH £ 
•· 
,i .• 
197 P,LAG a N C B83 .; l N 198 THEY CL[AM 8 vc N H C 1206 •. . 199 MO]SP 8 L N N C 1.0?2 
.. 
,. 
. 200 COR[ 8 HUl £ ( C 969 20l THEY TELL. a PR£S £ £ C 927 202 RAILG 8 l N N C 106.9 203 M[SH 8 GUL £ £ C 9161 20'1 NORTH 8 UH £ ( C 892 .... 205 THf.Y COURP a V N N C 1004' 206 NCJN[ a 11£H ( r C 861 201 CRAD 8 L ·N N C 970 .. 208 Bl.ENT 
.8 l. N· ·N C 1t21 
: -.··· 
.. 
• 209 CR[AJ<. a H£l N ( l 762 
. 
210 THR[P a L N H C· 880 {', .. ' 
.. • 
fl~ 
- •. i._!·' •. ·~ • • 
DOUBT a GSH ( £ C 1128 212 TH[Y STUNG 8 PAST ( £ ·C tP.81 213 CAR£ 8 GUH E £ C 751 t. 
· 2144 BL[AN a L. N C 81'1 N . 215 PASt<. 8 L -N N C 1035 .. 216 CRISP 9 UL. £ [ C 820 21? SH[P 9 Gul £ £ C 8"12 
. 
. 
218 THEY MPIP[ 9 vc N H C 1071 ..i· "'·'' 229 TH(Y S[NT 9 PAST NR £ NR 3~00 . •, • 220 
. TRUM\ 9 l. N N C 8'14' .. ' 221 SULT 9 L N N C J105 222 PAIL 9 HE:H £ £ C 87'1 
···:··J_. 
.. 
223 SUDF 9 l N N C B86 
• 
22'1. PHASE: 9 H£L. £ £ C B'19 , .. 
'· :,· 225 CLOT£ o• 9 L E: N J 786 226 BR!&£ 9 CSL £. C c· B~ 227 fR[SS 9 L N N C 1010 228 All 9 HUL C £ C 9~ 
,•· 
229 lAfP 9 J N H C ·1es3 230' FAITH g UH £. C. C 816 23i DRILi< 9 l N N C 9ti7 - ' ... , 232 STICK g GUH C. £ C 675 233 THEY FLAN£ 9 V N N C 1126 •; 23~· L[Af> 9 GSH N C J 1997 23S t.ASJ< 9 L N N C 925 
• 
~; ... ,.,:,:,.,,·. 
236 THEY BRI~ 9 PR(S £ £ C 1017. 
,.,. 
.,. 
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., .. _,. 
N: NOHS~NSE 
Es ENGLISH 
JN: INVALID N0NS(NS£ 
~ I£: INVALID (NGLISM 
.... ········-···"'· ... NR: NO RESPONSE 
C: CORRECT·· 
• JI X NCOF<RECT 
JC1 INVALID CORRECT 
JI: JNVHLID INCORRECT 
·ALL T1H£S 1N M1LL1S£C0ND5 
TOTAL SUB.JtCT ND RESPON3E 1 
. ,;· 
TOTAL S~CT (NGL 15H f<ESPDNS£ 117 
TOTAL SUBJ(CT NON3£NSE RESPONSE -ii2 . 
•: -
TOTAL SUBJECT INVALID £NGL1SH Rf.SP0NS£ ~ 
TOTAL SUBJECT INVALID NCNS(NS!: RESPONSE 0 
... 
.• 
. TOTAL suaJECT VALID CORRECT (NCLISH f<[SPONS[ 113 
TOTAL suB.JtCT VALID CORRECT NDNS£N5£ R(SPONSE 116 
• . TOTAL SUB.£CT VALID INCORRECT (NG.LISH RESPONSE 
'"· 
TOTAL SUBJ£CT VAi.ID INCORRECT NONSE:N:SE RESPONSE 6 
• 
/lVERAGE TIM£ FOR VAL I'D CORRECT RESPONS( TO (NGL.lSH 
T(ST HORDS 959.~3 
~V(AAGE TIM[ fOR YALI D CORRECT R£5P_.C,.NS£. TO 
N0NSf.NS£ T(ST HORDS 1~37. 65 
AVERA(;.£ TI11E f OR VAL 1 D INCORRECT ,·R-£.S.Pt)NSE· ro· 
£NGL1SH TEST HORDS 1193.~o 
AVERAGE TIME FOR VAL ID INCQRR[CT ·RESPONSE lO 
t,40NS(NS£ n:sr J-rORDS 11'18,83: 
:- •·' 
P~C(NT VALID CORRECT R£.SPON:SE TO (NGL1SH TEST wb.RDS 
PCRC(NT VALID CORRECT R[SPON3£ TO NONSENSE: TfST HORDS 
P~CCNT VALID CORRECT RtSP_ON5£ TO TOTAL TEST HOR.DS 
. 












PERCENT VALID JNCORR£CT RESPONSE TO NGNSENS£ TEST ·J-JORDS 





. '  . 
















~-._. : . 
. ,... 
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APPENDIX M: Photo 2 - Voice Operated Electronic Relay 






























: ~-: . 
' -· , : ( 
:-; 
... 
h:r,,~i::~.--.. _ 0 
· ... :-.: .. :..:. ~-.. · .. •'•'.••.,._, 
TEST RESULTS OF RESPONSES 
1 
TOTAL SU!JECT NO ~[SPOMS[ 0 
)OTAl SUBICCT [HCUSH RESPONSE 123 
"-,. l, 
lOTAL SUBJ[Cf MONS£.HS[ RESPONSE 117 
'"""·: TOTAL sueHCT INVALID EHCLISH RESP'ONSE 0 ..... 
TOTAL SUBJECT INVALID NONSENSE RESPQNS£ D 
-~ 
TOTAL SUBHCT VALID CORRECT ENGLISH IUSPONSE 119 
. ' 
TOTAL SU!IECT VALID CORRECT NOHS[NSE RES,.ONSf 115 
TOTAL SUBJECT \IAllD INCORJHCT ENGLISH RESPONSE 4 
\;.rt TOTAL SUBJECT VALID INCORRECT ~ONSENS[ IUSPONSE 1 
0 . . 
•YER~CE TIME FOR VALID CORR[CT R[SPOHS[ TO [NCUSH rm WORDS (fflS) 623 
0 AVERAGE TIM[ f Olt VAllD COJI RlCT RESPONSE TO NONSENSE TEST WORDS (mt) SJ! 
AVCUCE Tl~£ FOR VALID INCORR(CT RlSPOPCSE TO (HCLISH TEST WORDS lmsJ 1265 
lV[JUC[ TIME FOR VALID IHCORRECT RESPONSE TO NONSl>HS[ TEST WORDS (msJ 499 
PUCUH VAL1D CORRECT "~SPONSE TO ENGLISH TEST WORDS 101 
,cRCENT VAtlO CORJUCT R£SP0HS£ TO N0P(S£11fSE TEST WORDS 96 
P[RCENT VALID CORRECT RESPONSE TO TOTAL TEST WORDS 98 
PERCENT VALID IHCORRECT RESPONSE TO EHCLISH TEST WOltDS 3.3 
PERCEIH VALID INCORRECT RESPONSE TO NONSENSE TEST WORDS .a 
'1RCCNT VAllD INCORRECT RESPONSE TO TOTAL T[SJ WORDS 2.0 
... 
























3 4 5 
1 I 0 
120 119 119 
117 111 119 
2 1 1 
a 1 1 
lll 117 111 
117 116 us 
2 2 1 
C, z 1 
609 174 604 





























. . .•. . . 
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~· VS. NONSENSE TAILE I 
•, 
~ SUIJtCTS r· 
6 7 a 9 · 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 U \19 ·20 11£1,CS 
I .· . 
..... 
l 0 0 0 l ! X l 3 ! l 1 ? ! J 1.11 
121 122 127 12! 124 125 12l UJI Il ;e !» - . ·--------.. Rli 124 127 124 124 125 123 
,, 
117 116 113 112 112 112 116 122 10g 11, 112 111 Ill 114 Ul US 
1 l 0 0 1 u 2 0 0 1 2 1 0 ·l 0 I 1.75 
"· ...... 
0 1 0 o. l 0 0 I 2 • I 1 • 1 0 1.41 
~ 
111 117 120 120 119 111 119 113 119 Ill 119 121 Jl9 119 lll 111 
116 114 Ill 112 112 112 115 111 109 u, 112 Ill 113 Ill 111 114 
3 5 7 a \ 5 1 4 4 I 3 s 7 5 5 1 4.95 
1 2 • 0 0 I 1 
' 
0 • • •• I 1 • ·' 1.35 ... 
~1 IS7 715 694 699 7&5 544 959 73, 114 Sl4 155 
"' 
759 771 192 
"'-
915 !99 1288 1196 1152 1197 1043 1137 li7! 12!7 lill 1004· 942 1162 1045 1145 ·. 
1251 980 1364 H)30 7SI · 1204 810 1193 119Sl gir9 1@63 1404 1153 1253 1461 1121. 
87& 1633 .o .o .e .o 14SS IHS .o .o .o ., .I 2171 ., 551 
.. 
'' 
9S 100 HD IH 99 100 9S 100 99 lit 180 lH Ill 99 91.1 
96 94 91 93 93 93 95 96 90 95 !l 91 93 93 92 ·91.! 
97 9~ 91 97 96 96 97 95 9$ 971 g; 9§ 97 97 95 ,,.1 
2.5 !J.2 5.8 &.1 4.2 5.S 3.3 J.l s.o ?.$ (J. 2 5.8 4.l 4.2 5.8 4 .I 
.Q 1.6 .o .o .a . a .a 4.9 .6 .o .0 .@ 
•• •• 
.o I. I 




. ; ' .:. _ _, ..... .. ~;..-





























CYCL [ CONSIST OF 
16 CLASSES· 
lll HOMOPHONE EQUIPROBABLE 
l l) - II - - II -
! 11 HOMOPHONE UNEQUIPROBABLE 
lU - II - - II -
Ill HOMOGRAPH SYSTEMATIC 
- 11- _,, -111 
' 
'I' .. ... ·,-. 
I 1 J HOMOGRAPH UNSYSTEMATIC 
-11- - -11 -11) I • 
Ill NONHOMONYM 
f 11 -11-
! ll PRESENT TENSE 
l l ) PAST TENSE 
! 11 NONSENSE WORD 
tll NONSENSE WORD 
fRESEMBLIHG ENGLISH) 
1:2 l IL l E C A l N O N S E NS E WORD S 
I PRONOUNCEABLE 1 
' 
(81 LEGAL NONSENSE WORD 
RESULTS FOR ALL CLASSES 
NUMBER 
FREQUENCY ABB~E¥1A.TION OF 
STI MULLIS-
WORDS 
LOW HEL 9 
HIGH HEH 9 
~ 
. 
LOW HUL ·9. 




LOW CSL ' . 9 









LOW UL 9 
· HIGH UH 9 
' 
' 
L/H PRES ~/8 15 
L/H. . ~ PAST A/8 15 
V 9 
,· vc 20 
.. 
. 'l l.8 
L 71 
.. 







MEAN MEAN o;o AVERAGE ENGLISH 
ADJUST ED DURATION YS. MEAN 
. WORD NO. Of CORRECT 
RESPOHSE NONSENSE FAMILI· fREQ LETTERS RESPONSES TJME (ms, IM SJ ARITY 
l 29 4.5 97 367 366 4. 7 
593 4.1 98 319 320 J.6 
~-
4:,4, 16.9 ];9· . . 91 342 342 . I 
I 725 .i.-1 99 331 328 3.4 ,· ' 
I 
. ,, 
,. ' . 
: 
. ' 
-93 .. 4.6 99 320 319 :4._3 
.. 




97 4 1 9,8 356 355 4.4 
908 4.3 9.8 291 290 3.5 
,-::. 
124 4.3 96 398 394 4.6 
849 4.8 98 316 317 3.3 
1588 4.5 99 307 306 3.9 
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